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Abstract. The flow generated by a rotating circular cylinder inside a corrugated
outer cylinder is considered. The corrugations are small and are used to model
roughness. The force on the inner cylinder, as a linear function of displacement,
is found. This requires a Stokes expansion to determine a first-order correction in
the Reynolds number R. The result implies as expected that transverse roughness
acts to increase the load capacity of the bearing at low R, which is confirmed by
previous numerical experiments. In addition, roughness can induce reversed flow at
much smaller displacements than for smooth bearings.

1. Introduction. There are a number of classical problems in fluid dynamics which,
due to their geometric simplicity, yield much information to mathematical analysis.
The study of two-dimensional flow of a viscous fluid between rotating cylinders is
one such example. Most works have considered the case of eccentric cylinders, where
spacing between the walls is small (i.e., thin film). Perturbation theory on the Stokes
equation, ignoring curvature terms, leads to the Reynolds equation. The latter equa-
tion has been studied, in its stochastic form [5], with the objective of understanding
the effect of roughness on load capacity of plane bearings. However, in order to
obtain a good model for journal bearings, most authors have used the bipolar coor-
dinate transformation. DiPrima and Stuart have considered the inclusion of inertial
effects, by using a Stokes expansion of the steady state Navier-Stokes equation [2], A
comprehensive study of streamline patterns, when both cylinders are in rotation, can
be found in [1], Most recent work has concentrated on numerical schemes, which in-
clude time-dependent perturbations, extensions of the stochastic model of roughness,
and turbulent flows [4],

The purpose of this paper is to extend the classical approach to the above stated
problem (e.g. [8]). It is based on work initiated by K. B. Ranger [6]. In [6] the (gener-
alized) fluted column transformation is defined and is used to solve for the creeping
flow (R = 0) between a fixed spatially periodic outer boundary and a smooth rotat-
ing inner boundary. An extension to this solution is found in [3], where a linearized
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convection (or inertial) assumption to the Navier-Stokes equation is considered. It is
found that the torque exerted on the inner cylinder increases with Reynolds number;
however, this is only observed after obtaining a quadratic correction to the convec-
tion. In this paper, the normal forces on the inner cylinder are obtained for small
eccentricity (i.e., off-centre parameter). The torque remains constant. The angular
velocity of the inner cylinder changes with high-order corrections.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the problem is stated and the special
coordinates are introduced. Section 3 considers a perturbation in the eccentricity
parameter. This involves the construction of biharmonic corrections to the original
stream function found in [6]. A linearized inertial effect on the solution is considered
in Sec. 4, which extends the work in [3] to the case of off-centre cylinders. For brevity
only the thin film results are given. Section 5 is a discussion of the perturbation
solution. By examining boundary vorticity it is found that separation occurs as a
consequence of roughness. The paper is completed in Sec. 6 with a derivation of the
force components and a comment on changes in load capacity and stability.

2. The flow problem. Consider the situation of a stationary sleeve of varying radius
(1 ± e), containing a cylinder of radius k (< 1 - e). The number of crevices on the
outer boundary is taken to be large (i.e., n » 1). In general, the cylinder centres will
differ by a small value S (see Fig. 1). We make use of the following parameters:

e : roughness, 1 - k : mean clearance,
S : journal displacement, In/n : roughness wavelength.

It is assumed that

£ < (1 — A), k" « 1, 0 < m = e(n + 1) < 1, (2.1a)
(1 - A - e) > S » S2 » S/n » S3 » S2/n . (2. lb)

Terms of order 5/n are retained, but terms of order 83 and k" are ignored. The
thin film approximation, in the presence of corrugations, corresponds to

mk -C 1, m < 1, (2.1c)
me

1 - k2
1 » —^ » (1 -k2). (2.Id)

2Fig. 1. Definition of region. Fluid area is n{\ + me - A )
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Here, terms of order mA" and m2e are rejected. For the expansion in the Reynolds
number R, terms of order SRme are retained in the stream function.

The conformal mapping of interest is the fluted column transformation

z = C + eC"+1, z = x + iy, £ = pe'4,, (2.2)

which is conformal in |C| < 1 for m < 1 (i.e., the mapping factor is positive,
| dz/,
[6])

2\dz/d£\ > 0). The Laplacian in the z-plane and in the £-plane are related by (from

2  d2 d2
V —  X H x

dx2 dy2
dz -2

\_

dp2 ' pdp 1 P2^(t>2,

vj, (2.3a)

2 d2 1 d 1 d2
~ 77~T + 77 ^—2 7772' (2.3b)

dz 2

dC
dz\~2

1 + 2mp" cos n<j) + m2p2n , (2.3c)

\ + 1^2,(~mPn) coskn<t> \ . (2.3d)
v k= 1 J1 - m2p2n

The fluid is considered incompressible; hence, q can be written in terms of a
stream function, y/(x, y), as follows:

q = (u, v) = {-dyy/, 8^). (2.4)

The Navier-Stokes equation for steady flow then reduces to the vorticity equation,

= R(9xVdy°> ~ dyVdxu), (2.5a)

where the vorticity and Reynolds number are, respectively,

a) = vV, R=\/v. (2.5b)
One concern of this paper is with the effect of linearized convection. Hence, the
stream function is assumed to take the form

V{x, y) = VQ{x, y) + Ry/^x, y), (2.6a)

and the Navier-Stokes equation reduces to

vV0(x, y) = 0, (2.6b)

<2-6c)

The boundary conditions (b.c.) for the case of concentric cylinders - 0), where
the inner one (p = A) rotates with angular velocity Q,are (c, cr.istants)

Volp=i = ci' dpV/0\p=l = 0, I/>=/i = c2' ®pVo\p=». = ^' (2-7a)
Vi\p=i=c3> dpV\\p=i=0' ff/i\P=x = c4' dpy/i\p=x = °- (2-7b)
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The stream function and vorticity for the Stokes equation (2.6b) are (/ < 1)

Vo=-
/ 2 2 2n+2,

log„-(" »2(1 - me)

V V0 = -2J/'

, (2.8a)
(1 - we - A )

j/'=j//(1 -me). (2.8b)l + 2^(-m/>'1) coskn<t> ,
k= l

(See [6].) The first-order correction, , is obtained in [3] and will not be given here.

3. Perturbation in S. The cylinders shall no longer be considered concentric.
Let the inner cylinder be shifted to the right by a distance 6. It is convenient to
introduce the polar coordinate system (pg, <pg) which has as origin the centre of the
inner cylinder. Then

p2g = p2 - 25pcos4> + S2, (3.1a)
2 2 2p = pd + 2dpg cos (f>s + S , (3.1b)

pg sin <f>g — p sin 0, pg cos <f>g = p cos 0, (3.1c)
= (3.Id)

A new biharmonic solution results:

^ = ¥„(«$) + JO, +d2% + 0(d3), (3.2a)

= ¥l(S) + dAl +d2A2 + 0(d3). (3.2b)
The perturbation analysis begins by choosing

¥„(<?) = s/'[( 1 - me) \ogpg - \{p] - e2p2n+2)]. (3.3)

Clearly, ^(<5) satisfies the inner b.c. (i.e., as pg —» A) to order A" . The function <£>,
is a biharmonic correction to the outer b.c., which is obtained by expanding *F0(<J)
at p = 1,

T0(<5) {p = 1) = 5s/'me cos 0 - 52'y cos 20 + c5 + 0(53), (3.4a)

dpV0(S) (p = 1) = 8sf\2- me)cos0 + <sVcos20 + <9(53). (3.4b)
The correction O-, depends on the inner boundary values of 01 and the outer
boundary values of *F0(<5). A standard method of constructing biharmonic functions
is to write

Xa(p) = xpa cos a<f> + ypn sin a0

= paJrX cos(a - 1)0 + e/?a+"+l cos(a - (n + 1 ))0. (3.5)

Then, from (3.2), (3.4), and (2.7), the appropriate corrections are chosen to be

$>l=Ax2 + Bxn + Cxn+2 + D\oZPXo (3.6a)
+ (Ep + F/p) cos0 + Gpn X cos(n - 1)0 + Hp"+[ cos(n + 1 )0,

02 = A'x 3 + B'xn_x + c'xn+3 + D'x_x (3.6b)
+ (E'p2 + F'/p ) cos 2(p + G1 p" ~ cos(n - 2)0 + H'pn+~ cos(n + 2)0,
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and the coefficients should satisfy the b.c.

p = 1, O, = -mesf' cos0, dp<J>{ = (me - 2)s/'coscp,

ps=A, ^=dp%=0, (3.7a)
r\c 0/A >4,2p — 1, 02 = ij/ cos 24>, <9 O2 = -J/ cos 20,

/^ = A, 02 = 0, ^02 = ~{4A?? + D)X '{1+cos20}. (3.7b)
2The first-order correction is found to be (to order 1 /n ),

2

O, = [Ap\ 1 - (A//>)2)2 - Z)i(21og(A//>) + 1 - (A//>)2) - y/"(4^ + /)/)]/> cos0

+ Ae(p2 - 1 )2p" 1 cos(n - 1)0 + D^(2logp + 1 - p2)p"+i cos(n + 1)0,
(3.8a)

4-~2*' +Pi™+ 2jogA)> (3 gb)
4(1 - me - A )

(1 - A2) - 2meD=-sf  55     z 1 . (3.8c)
(1 -A2) + (l + A2)logA-2me[(logA)/(l - A2) + 1 - ±(1 + A2)]

For 02 the b.c. (3.7b) cannot be satisfied using a solution of the form (3.6b). Instead,
we use the inner b.c.

dpO>2W — ~(4AA2 + D)X ' cos20,

which changes the angular velocity of the rotating cylinder, to order S . This gives

<D2 = \[A!p\2 - 3(A//>)2 + (A//>)6) - D\p/y2( 1 - (A/P)2)2 (3.9a)

- ^(4AA2 + D)(p/A)2(l - (A//>)4)]cos20
+ eA'(2 + p2)( 1 - p2)2pn~2 cos(n - 2)0 + eD\ 1 - p2)2pn cos(n + 2)0,

A At2 n ~r (1 - A4) + 4A4logA .4,4A + Z) = -j/ ^ -z = hO(me), (3.9b)
(1 -A2)(l -A2 + (l + A2)logA)

A' = - — - 4y4/t-2 + ^ (3 9C)

(1-A2)3 2(1-A2)2'

D' — 3A'—j__ +£>(l+2A2). (3.9d)
(1 - A2)3 2(1-A2)

4. Linearized convection. The computations in this section are performed using
Mathematica; so the discussion will be brief. Results will be given for the thin film
approximation (i.e., leading-order terms in (1 - A)). This corresponds to ignoring
wall curvature effects. Full expressions are easily obtained, but are not presented.

The linear Stokes correction term, i//f , is defined in (3.2b). The zeroth-order
correction (in S) is found by satisfying

vV, {d) = d(V0(6), V\(d))/d(x ,y), (4.1)
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and the result is given in [3]. The solution is a Fourier series in {sin(/c«</>)}^l1, and
of order kn near the inner cylinder. For n > 1 it gives no contribution to the force
(see Sec. 6); so there is no need to consider this term further.

The first-order correction (in S) satisfies

,2'"2' ^ ^(W, v2®l)/d(p,cf>)+l-r-

Now the solution can be partitioned as
, bh

V^(V A,) = -0PFo(*), V <t>x)/d{p, 0) + -3(0,, vX(<J))/0(/), <P) ■ (4.2)

A, = A, , (4.3)

where A^ is a particular solution of (4.2) and X\h is a biharmonic correction to the
resulting b.c. The particular solution is found by first assuming it to satisfy

OO CO

V2A^ = Ak(p) sin k<f>, A^ = "Y^Bk(p)s\nk(f). (4.4a)
k=1 k=1

Equation (4.2) then reduces to an Euler equation for the Ak's. Hence, integrating
term by term gives

dz -2

V^A, =J41sin0 + ^^/n±1sin(/«± 1)0. (4.4b)
/= i

The coefficients consist of finite polynomials of p and log(p) terms. Multiplying
through by the mapping factor (2.3c) and integrating (4.4b) once more gives

A^ = Bx sin<j) + Bn±l sin(/j ± 1)0 + Bln±l sin(2« ± 1)0 + 0(m2e; 1 /«2). (4.5)
This is the particular solution. The coefficient Bx(p) is given in the appendix.

A biharmonic correction must be a Fourier series in the five sin functions of (4.5).
Hence, define

a
Xa(p) = xp sina<p-yp cosa<f>

= pa+l sin(a - 1)0 + spa+n+' sin(a — (n + 1))0,
(4.6)

and set

Af = Ax2 + BXn + Cxn+2 + D log pXo
+ (Ep + F/p) sin0 + Gpn~X sin(« - 1 )0 + Hpn+l sin(« + 1 )<j> (4.7)

+ J%2n +K%2n+2 + LP2"~l sin(2« - 1 )(f> + M p2n+l sin(2« + 1)0.

The coefficients are found by satisfying the b.c. implied by (3.2b), i.e.,

A?V, = -A?|,=1, d/\=x = -dpK\\p=l, (4.8a)
Kb.h\ = -A?L ,, d Afl , = -0 A'| ,. (4.8b)

1 'ps—X 1 'Pg-J- ps 1 'Pg-^ Pj 1 'Pj—A-

In particular, D and A - F/X* are given in the appendix, under condition (2.Id).
This is the only information needed to determine the force components. Applying
the same procedure for A2 leads to a solution in terms of the functions {sin(kn ±
2)}" • This will not contribute to the force to 0(S3).
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5. Separation of streamlines. To study boundary separation it is natural to consider
the vorticity. In this section Stokes flow (R = 0) is examined under the conditions
(2.1a) and (2.1b). Since S > 0 this extends the work of [6],

The vorticity is written as

S —2 S | i / j r,2—2 8 /c t >.CO =V t/0 = \dz/dC\ V^o • (5-1)

Define W(p, 0) = \dz/dQ2a>(pg, 0^). Then, using Eqs. (3.2a), (3.8a), and (3.9a)
with the formulas (a/0)

V2pXa(p) — 4a(pa ' cos(a - 1)0 + mpn+a~l cos(a - n - 1)0), (5.2a)

V^xlogp = 2(p~l cos0 + mpn~l cos(n + 1)0), (5.2b)

gives on the outer boundary

W(p = 1, <f>) = - 2s/'(I - m2) + S[2(4A(l - men) + D(1 - ms(n + 2)))cos0
+ 8As cos(n -l)</>- 2De cos(n + 1 )0]

+ S2[4( 1 - m2)(3A' - D') cos 20] + 0( l/n2, d2/n , 83).
(5.3)

If separation occurs on the boundary, it will begin in the neighbourhood of 0 = n
(i.e., point furthest from inner boundary when d > 0). Then computing, for e > 0
and n even,

W{<(> = (1 ± l)7r/2) = -2{(sf' - S(4A + D) + 2d2(3A' - £)'))(1 - m2)

±45me{4A-D)} + 0{l/n2 ,d2/n,S3).

It is clear that if S > 0, then for some m sufficiently near 1, separation occurs (i.e.,
a> changes sign). The extent of separation will be of the order of the roughness
width l/n, as indicated by Figs. 2 and 3. As the Reynolds number increases, so
will the extent of separation and the effect of roughness on the flow [3], Physically
this is important because the onset of separation in theory usually indicates turbulent
behaviour in practice. Turbulence in journal bearings reduces stability and increases
heat production [4]. This is an undesirable aspect of boundary perturbations.

Fig. 2. Separation in crevices for even n case
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Fig. 3. Boundary vorticity for I = 0.6 , d = 0.08 , n = 40, and
m = 0.0, 0.5 , 0.9

6. Force on the inner cylinder. Recall the well-known force and torque formulas
[7],

^ = ̂  L (d^ ^ ^ d(t>s' (6'la)

^y = ~^2J0 (a/l^=AC0S<^<%' (6-lb)

& = [ (d2pv-rldpsy/)ps=xd(t>s. (6.1c)
J 0

The coordinate transformation implies the relations

dp/dps = 1 + 0(S2), (6.2a)
d 2— sin (j>. = cos (j) 4- 8 cos 2(f) + 0(S ), (6.2b)

o(p
d 2^ cos <j>g = - sin cf) + S sin 2(f) + 0(S ). (6.2c)

Upon substituting the results of the previous sections, the forces are, to 0(S3),

= ̂  L {d'dAl )p=k Sin * ̂  (6 3a)

= lifnSUdfa (p))p=JL + (6 A + D/A2 - 6 F/X4)],

(63b)
= -n^2nd[-4D/X2].

In the case where there are no corrugations (e = 0), the components become

^ P^)2nS  I[(l -/)(1 + lOf+Z)
* (1 - A2)(l - A2 + (1 + A2)logA)2 (6.4a)

+ (1 -A2)(ll + 32A2 + 5A4)logA + 6(l + 7A2+A4-A6)(logA)2],

<6-4b>
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Here p0 is the fluid density. Note that these formulas are accurate to 0(3 ) and
reduce, under thin film approximation (1 - A) < 1 , to Eqs. (77) and (76) of [2],
With boundary perturbation, e > 0 (with O' = 0(me, m2e( 1 - A2)-1)),

art a-o (. me \~2 / me „A .. , .

= gr" (l - -^j] 'fl--^ l-^4 + 4A2logA +0,\
y y V 1-A2/ V 1 - A2 2(1 - A2 + (1 + A2) logA) J

2 2Replacing A by X + me normalizes the formulas with respect to fluid area. This
gives, using this film approximation,

2n Cl2A2S / _ meare zzt a o / me _/ \ . .^ = "oTTr7(l + 2TT7 + 0j' (6'6a)
2f-j-g £2A me A .. .

^■»=p°4Slw^WV+6i^+0)- (6-6b)
Finally, note that the torque and angular velocity are

(1 + + 0(me,82,R1)Y dpw (ps = A) = £11 - 0(52).
(6.7)

Equation (78) of [2] asserts that the torque required to maintain the velocity increases
with displacement S . This extension is not pursued here. It is known that roughness
has a retarding effect for the case <5 = 0 [3]; so it is conjectured that the torque will
increase with me along with S .

Discussion. A natural parameter is found for the effect of roughness. The bound-
ary perturbations are of height e , and spaced a distance 2n/n . It is proposed that
a first-order effect of roughness depends on the quantity

(roughness height)2
spacing of peaks

This is supported by the work in [3], In Sec. 5 it is found that boundary perturbations
can induce early separation. Load capacity is effected in the following way. Using
the thin film approximation, it is found that (see Fig. 4)

Fig. 4. Force balance diagram with load
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K = ̂ 1 + 6 j + O(Rme) + O'
1 — A

where

jr0 = ((^0)2 + (jr°)2)1/2

P(y^o 48^7:
R (1 - A2)2 2 (120)

There is an increase in the load capacity for increasing R. As well, for Stokes flow,
roughness increases loading ability (also found in the numerical results of [5]).

Finally, for a free rotating cylinder, stability is related to ^ . From (6.5a),

^ oc 8 + 0(33);

so if the cylinder is centered at the origin, it is unstable. The presence of roughness
(e > 0) means an increase in the coefficient of proportionality, hence a decrease in
stability.

Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Professors K. B. Ranger and J.
B. Keller for many suggestions and references.

Appendix.

Bx(p) = s/' If (,4(1 - me) - £>/4)p3 + {Ap5)/2A - (A{ 1 - me) - D/4)£ logp

+ 3d{ 1 - me)p(\ogp)2 + 0(/)] ,

D = tf'2 2me 2 .n '
1 T + 0(m e , mX )

1 - X
(1 — X2)x

(1 + 4A2 + A4)-(1 -A2)(l-26A2+A4)-^-6(l - 5X2 - X4 + X6)(f^)2
24(1 -X2 + (1 + X2) log A)2

2Z-2F _ 2) ^/2A2(9 + 4A2 - 13A4) + 4(6 - 6X2 + 8A4 + 3A6) logX - 48A2(logA)2
X4 ~ X2 48(1 -X2){\-X2 + {1 +X2)\ognX)

2me 2 '
1 T + 0(m e, wA )

1 — A
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